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Norlane Community Centre acknowledges the Wadawurrung people of the
Kulin Nation as the traditional owners of the land on which we work live
and play whose sovereignty was never ceded. We thank them for their
careful management and guardianship of this beautiful land and waterways.
We pay our respect to the elders past present and emerging.
We recognise the significance of having the oldest living continuous
culture on earth and the wisdom this brings. We aim to listen, walk
together and bring culture into Centre to strengthen and enrich the fabric
of our community
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ABOUT US

Mission

Vision

To be a leader in empowering
our community to build its
capacity

A Community where everyone
has the opportunity to be
engaged, accepted and actively
involved and their contributions
valued.

Norlane Community Centre Inc
ABN 49 450 533 158
39A Rose Ave
Windsor Park
Norlane 3214
Phone: 52758124
Email: admin@norlanecc.com.au
PO Box 1067, Corio Vic 3214
www.norlanecc.com.au
NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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ABOUT US
History
The original idea of Norlane Community Centre began at a
Norlane/Corio tenants association meeting on the 19th of July 1984
that was attended by seven people. The discussion revolved around
that the people in the area had limited funds. This affected their ability
to participate in social and community activities. These people set in
motion a plan that ended up in a steering committee. The fruits of this
endeavor resulted in our amazing building and organisation. Today
Norlane community center is governed by a volunteer board of
management which is appointed by election.

Staff

COORDINATOR
ESTHER KONINGS-OAKES

O F F I C E MA N A G E R
TABATHA YOUNG
BOOKKEEPER
CHRISTINE GIBSON
CLEANER
STEPHEN HILL
NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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ATTENDANCES

Groups: Craft, Tai Chi, Art, Beginners Art, NCC Community Kitchen, Mosaics,
Theatre, Digital Drop in, Coffee Club, Gardening group.
Events/Training: Northern Futures, Horticulture Cert II, Summer solstice,
Safe seats car program, Energy rebate assistance, CALD community kitchen
Attendance for Appointments: at Work, G force and Northern futures

2020/21 Total Attendances
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Teenangers
16.9%

A total of 8075
attendances in
2020-2021
We can see a drop in numbers
from July - January due the effects
of the shutdowns. However we still
had a large amount of attendances
overall for the financial year to our
activities

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE

Men
27.5%
Children
2.6%

Women
53%
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VOLUNTEERS
Board

CHAIRPERSON -BRUCE WARNER
VICE CHAIRPERSON-STEFAN MANCHE
SECRETARY-SANDRA ANDERSON
TREASURER-SARA MONK
NAOMI FURLONG
ADAM FRATANTARO
CHRISITE MARSH-TROMBELLI
SANDRA WHITSON

Wellbeing team
LEAD - CHRISTIE
MEL
CAMERON
MIRANDA
TATIANA

Summer Solstice team
CHRISTIE
MEL
CAMERON
MIRANDA
LAUCHIE
JENNA
NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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VOLUNTEERS
VOLUNTEERS
Office
KRIS
REBECCA

Garden
LORNA
STEFAN
SUSAN
ROB

Tutors
ALEX
ANNE
DI
EDDIE
LARRISSA
MAREE
TONY

ART
COMMUNITY KITCHEN
MOSAICS
TAI CHI
DRAMA
TAI CHI
COMMUNITY KITCHEN

Students
CLARE

COURTNEY
HANNAH
RACHAEL
REBECCA
SANDY
TATIANA
NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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Chairperson's
Report
I am pleased to present the Annual Report for 2021 on behalf of the
Board of Management.
The Board of Management is committed to providing local people
with the opportunity to be engaged, accepted and active and to
have their contributions valued. It is a great delight to see the
centre so successfully perform its role as a place of welcome and
community participation.
The board is focused on achieving sustainable outcomes for the
centre through strong governance and a shared vision. We are
currently undertaking a review of the strategic plan to ensure our
work continues to answer the needs of the Norlane community.
The key collective impact strategic points:
What is the role of a neighbourhood house in the post COVID
world?
How did our community change during this period? Is it still
Changing?
How might we best respond over the next few years.
During the past twelve months:
COVID 19 has once again forced us into lockdowns with the staff
having to work from home and interacting with the community
through social media. The Board during this time would meet
remotely via zoom meetings.
The Board of Management would like to thank atWork Australia
for making it possible to obtain food for our share table as well
as being able to prepare and distribute food hampers during
lockdowns.
·Members of the Board’s Policy Sub-Committee have been
actively involved in the review of our policies and procedures.
THANK YOU

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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The Biggest issues faced by the Board this year have been
financial viability, managing and supporting staff whilst
coping with increased demand with fewer volunteers.
The Centre gardens are now in great shape thanks to the
volunteers and horticulture class and we look forward to
making more use of the rejuvenated areas for more
community gatherings in the warmer months. It is
particularly pleasing to see our community garden almost
full and bringing people together to share produce and
socialise, fulfilling the true potential of a garden to nourish
mind, body and soul.
The Board of Management is elected by members of the
Norlane Community Centre Inc and accepts responsibility for
the overall direction and purpose of the Centre. I’d like to
thank our Board members for the valuable work they do.
Their skills and input are greatly appreciated.
The Board of Management recognises the contribution of the
following organisations and would like to acknowledge their
ongoing commitment and support:
Department of Families, Fairness and Housing, City of Greater
Geelong, Neighbourhood Houses Barwon, Northern Futures,
GForce, and atWork Australia.
In closing I would like to particularly thank the staff and
volunteers for their wonderful contribution throughout the
year and thank the membership of our association. It is the
combined efforts of many people that deliver positive
outcomes for the community and the Centre.
Respectfully,

Bruce Warner
Chair NCC Board of Management

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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OUR PARTNERS AND FUNDERS

We would like to acknowledge and thank the
Victorian Department of Families, Fairness and
Housing for funding our centre

We would like to acknowledge and thank the
City of Greater Geelong for providing our
facilities and funding through their grants
program

We would like to thank our co -located services. Their financial
support and services for our community make it possible to deliver
great outcomes and cover the expenses of our no or low cost
programs.

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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OUR PARTNERS AND FUNDERS
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Coordinator's
Report
It is such a privilege to be able to work in our beautiful and
diverse community. I am thankful to the Board of Management
who give me their guidance and support and put trust in me to
coordinate this Centre - particularly with the challenges within
the last year. It is a testament to our organization and the sector
as a whole, in how quickly we can respond to a changing
environment no matter what, and to deliver outcomes and reach
out to people in our community. This isn’t achieved in isolation.
It takes a team which includes the efforts of the staff, students,
tutors, volunteers and cooperation of community members.

I would like to thank each and every member of the Norlane
team, for utilizing their own unique skills to weave together the
fabric of the Centre. I am in awe of the amazing effort and care
they have put into making our Centre what it is today. Their
collective skills range from gardening, handyman, cooking,
office-work, social media engagement, computers and
technology, data bases, 3D printing, drawing, painting, theatre
skills, event creation and management, and listening and
responding to our community’s needs. But every single one has a
desire to make this world a better place. Their continued
involvement certainly makes the Norlane Community Centre a
better place for our community.

The programs of social activities are a wonderful point of
connection for many people in the Corio and Norlane
community over shared interests. We have had some great
programs running in the last year which are outlined in this
report.

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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In the classes space we have welcomed mosaics, tutored art, theatre
and digital drop-in and Gardening Group. We have tried some new
classes that didn’t get traction at this time and others that have gone
well. We have always taken suggestions from our community and
given things a red-hot-go and this continues to happen.
We have consolidated our food-share table in partnership with
atWork Australia who sponsor the food bank collection and the
Northshore Seagulls collect who food during the footy season to
add to table. We also utilise seasonal produce from the community
garden when it is available. In response to COVID we have had to
shift to a click-and-collect pickup of food which has seen us deliver
70+ food boxes each Thursday of this valuable resource to local
families. Neighbours are helping neighbours and looking out for
each other during these testing times. It is great to be part of this
sharing and highlights the importance of Neighbourhood Centres
in getting support into where it is needed.
We have commenced work with the wellbeing collective. This is an
emerging team of volunteers that are working with mental health
professionals and services to build a program of support for our
local community. By identifying important services in our area and
helping community access these supports, this team are adding to
the resilience already in Norlane and will, no doubt, be another
asset for the community.
I would like to thank all our sponsors, collaborators and partners in
supporting the centre through the last year and look forward to
working with you all in the new year. Also to our book-keeper and
cleaner for keeping the financials and the house looking good and
Tabatha for her tireless work in organising the reception and office
as well as supporting us all in the centre. We hope that as we
consolidate and set our new strategic plan in motion you will come
on the journey with us to watch it unfold.
Yours in community,

Esther Konings-Oakes
Coordinator Norlane Community Centre

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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Tai Chi
One of our long term classes, Tai Chi
continues to be very popular. The group had
to be split into two sessions at times but they
were adaptive to change. The group has a
couple of garden beds and were able to share
produce from this throughout the year.

Art
This is another one of of our long term social
groups. A great self help class for those who
are happy to bring in their own materials and
create art together. This group has a wealth of
talent and we are constantly surprised by their
beautiful work.

Mosaics
This group was formed because a few people
in our community told us they would like us to
teach mosaics at our facility and so our new
mosaic group started this year. We have lots of
talented people coming and we are lucky to
have Di who is an excellent and encouraging
teacher.

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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Community Kitchen
This group is a collaboration between the
Centre and Barwon health. Participants plan
cook and eat a healthy meal together. The
group believe that sharing a meal and talking
is great for everyone's health overall health
and feelings of isolation. When they couldn't
get together, the centre ran Facebook cooking
demonstrations

Craft Group
This group have a fun time on a Friday
afternoon and their laughter echoes through
the centre. Who knew that craft could be so
much fun. These ladies crochet and knit for
fun and charities and have supported many
different initiatives over the years.

Gardening Group
A new social group for people who would like
to share thier gardening experiences or learn
how to start from scratch.
Running on a Thursday morning under the
guidance of Stefan, our volunteer gardener,
people of all ages and experience can get
together over a cup of tea.

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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Art with Alex
Alex is an art teacher with a wealth of
experience in the arts industry. Under Alex's
expert guidance the class participants learn the
fundamental principles of creating art for
whatever medium they choose. This class has
both beginners and experienced particpants.
This group meets on a Monday morning.

Digital Drop in
This is a casual space for the community to
drop in and get help for anything digital. The
board made an investment in computers for
the room. We were successful in obtaining a
Federal grant from Richard Marles for laptops
so we can run classes in all our rooms.

Tool Pool
A shared resource for the community, the tool
pool offers mowers and fuel for $5.00 for two
hours. This enables people to maintain lawns
at a low cost.
This has been under-utilised during COVID-19
but we hope to see the use of this increase in
following months.

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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Creating Intimate Spaces
This innovative project by international artist, Amal Laala, was to bring together the 3214
community with a series of intimate performances and cultural ceremony. The development
of an early-career local artist, Quinn Earthchild was a key element of the project. With Amal's
support, Quinn has created a beautiful art piece that brings the natural beauty of Cowies
Creek physically into his performances. With the response to the COVID pandemic, this
project has had to be reimagined several times. Amal and her family and Quinn and his
musician-friends have since delivered a number of beautiful and intimate performances.
These have been documented by designer, Nathan Oakes, for sharing with their community
at the Summer Solstice celebrations at Norlane Community Centre. These quiet and
intimate moments will also be recorded and built upon with live performances and
ceremonies for a final digital artefact that records this project and its impact in the 3214
community in a year where nothing has been easy to deliver or to experience.

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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FOOD SHARE TABLE
The food share table
is sponsored by
atWork and
is a collaboration
between the
community garden
participants and
volunteers, local
partners and the
wider community
and is a discreet, no
questioned asked,
valued resource for
the community.

The North Shore Seagulls collect food for the share table
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GARDEN
COLLABORATORS

ILO Early Education Community Gardeners tend thier plot

We would like to thank all
our Gardening volunteers
and the Horticulture
students for making our
outdoor spaces look
amazing. We love seeing
looking so good and all of
our community enjoying the
garden. A big thankyou to all
the people who looked after
the food gardens during
lockdown

NFI Horticulture students
2021

Dividing the harvest

Preparing the compost

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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NORTH GEELONG
LANTERN TRAIL

Our community kids cars

Recycled Plastic Flowers

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE

During 2021 the indirect Object
artists have been working with
community members at Norlane,
Cloverdale and Rosewall
Community Centers to design and
make illuminated sculptural
lanterns using locally donated
recycled plastics.

This exhibition brings all the
artworks, large and small, together
in an immersive illuminated
journey through Focal Point
Gallery in North Geelong. Each day
the exhibition will evolve, with
community members working on
site in a dedicated workshop
space creating new details,
textures and sculptural elements
for the display.

Kids Cubby House
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RECONCILLIATION
ACTION PLAN
Assisting to deliver the storyteller workshop

We have had the privilege of working with Glenn
Shae - The Storyteller to learn about indigenous
culture. A team of volunteers learnt how to play and
use the story teller game to teach community about
cultural learning and history. This team helped
facilitate these sessions at Narana for Barwon
Network. This process has helped us to become
more culturally aware and started us on a journey of
walking and working together on the RAP.
Our Centre was also gifted 100 murnong plants by
Wauthorung. We planted half and shared the rest
and the Murnong story between the 3214
community centres

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE

Murnong or yam daisy growing at Norlane
Community Centre
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SUMMER SOLSTICE

This memorable event was created by community
members to be a non denominational celebration
of the solstice that engaged the whole community.
The event featured a shared meal with
entertainment and activities hosted by local artists.
Multicultural food was a feature of the event that
was graciously funded by Christmas in the North
grant awarded by the City of Greater Geelong .
This was a smaller event than the previous year
due to the challenges of limited numbers however
over 100 people enjoyed the outdoor event on a
perfect summer evening.

NORLANE COMMUNITY CENTRE
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SUMMER SOLSTICE
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